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Jak bylo oznámeno minulý týden, zástupce ředitele Ústřední

zpravodajské služby David Cohen byl jedním ze dvou zadržených

hodených přes palubu na cestě na Guam za pokus vyvolat vzpouru

vězňů. Následuje popis vyšetřování, které vedlo k jeho zatčení.
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3. dubna dorazila obálka na 1100 S Ocean Blvd, Palm Beach na

Floridě, kde sídlí zákonně zvolený POTUS Donald J. Trump.

Vzhledově se podobala stovkám neškodných kousků korespondence,

které každý den přicházely k přední bráně a byly tříděny a

prověřovány v domě pro hosty, který Trumpova ochranka upravila

na podatelnu – hromady nenávistné pošty mezi spoustou dopisů

fanoušků. Balíčky byly prověřovány na výbušniny a bílá pošta byla

testována na kontaktní jed a toxiny, jako je ricin. Screeneři zajistili,

aby jejich pozorným očím neunikly škodlivé látky. Nenávistná pošta

se však někdy dostala na Trumpův stůl a on běžně skartoval urážlivé

dopisy po přečtení jediné věty.

Konkrétní dopis z 3. dubna však prezidentovi padl do oka a zaručoval

důkladné přečtení. Dokument, jehož autorem je údajně zástupce

ředitele CIA Cohen, v mučivých detailech definoval jeho nenávist k

prezidentu Trumpovi. Šlo o šestistránkovou schizofrenní mazaninu

obviňující Trumpa ze všech strastí, kterým Spojené státy čelily od

druhé světové války. Zaútočilo nejen na Donalda Trumpa, ale i na

jeho rodokmen; Cohen napsal, že Trumpův otec Fred byl

spolupracovníkem Aldricha Amese, který byl v roce 1994 zatčen FBI

za prodej amerických tajemství KGB během studené války. Cohenova

slova naznačila, že i Fred Trump byl sovětským špiónem. „Jaký otec,

takový syn,“ zněla věta. Napsal: „Teď bychom se měli postarat o

[Trumpova syna] Barrona, aby nemohl jít ve vašich stopách nebo

ohrozit Spojené státy jako Eric a Don Jr. Dopis uzavřel slovy,

Trump nechal grafologa podrobně prozkoumat prózu. Padělky a

padělky už viděl. V prosinci 2016, po jeho rázné porážce nad Hillary

Clintonovou, byla jeho schránka zaplavena výhružnými dopisy od

osoby vydávající se za Baracka Husseina Obamu. Scénář tak věrně

napodoboval Obamův, že oklamal dva experty na rukopis a pouze

pod kontrolou mikroskopu a infračerveného skeneru byla písmena

označena za padělky.
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Při srovnání Cohenova dopisu s veřejně dostupnými podpisy a

memorandy si Trumpovi lidé byli na 99,97 % jisti, že agresivní

zprávu napsal Cohen.

Toto procento se zvýšilo na 100 %, když prezident Donald J. Trump

nechal oddělení americké armády White Hat ověřit jeho zjištění.

Stránky a obálka byly pokryty Cohenovými otisky prstů, což

odpovídalo 12 bodům.

V tu chvíli generál Eric M. Smith a jeho rada rozhodli, že nelegitimní

zástupce ředitele CIA je jasnou a aktuální hrozbou pro Donalda

Trumpa a jeho rodinu. Vyhrožování prezidentovi Spojených států

amerických je federálním zločinem podle hlavy 18, § 871 zákoníku

Spojených států amerických. Spočívá ve vědomém a úmyslném

zasílání nebo jiném vyhrožování „jakýmkoli vyhrožováním smrtí,

únosem nebo způsobením velkého ublížení na zdraví. prezident

Spojených států."

Generál Smith měl také podezření, že Cohen zorganizoval únos

generála Bergera.

Dne 7. dubna zatkli operátoři Delta Force Cohena v okrese Fairfax ve

Virginii. Cohen se musel cítit nezranitelný a nedotknutelný, protože

cestoval bez ochrany a v sídle CIA v McClean ve Virginii se nijak

nepokusil změnit cestu z domova do práce.

A tak musel být naprosto šokován, když Delta Force obklíčila jeho

vozidlo na parkovišti velitelství CIA a vydala na něj vojenský zatykač,

který ho obvinil ze zrady, napomáhání nepříteli a ohrožování

POTUSova života.

"Když ho Delta konfrontoval s obviněním z vyhrožování prezidentovi,

Cohen řekl, že neví, o čem mluví, protože byl loajální k Josephu

Bidenovi a nikdy by Bidenovi nevyhrožoval." Delta mu pak řekla, že

mají na mysli Trumpa, a Cohen zamumlal něco jako ‚sakra, on‘ a sáhl

po pistoli pod bundou,“ řekl zdroj z kanceláře generála Smithe Real

Raw News.
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Operátor Delta Force pistolí šlehnul Cohena jeho postranní zbraní a

srazil ho do bezvědomí.

Cohen byl poté převezen do GITMO, kde zůstal, dokud nebyl umístěn

na palubu torpédoborce třídy Arleigh Burke zamířil do Camp Blaz na

Guamu. Kdyby ho nehodili přes palubu a nerozsekali lodní šrouby,

odpověděl by před vojenským soudem.

(Návštíveno 44 985krát, dnes 201 návštěv)

 

That CIA parking lot takedown must have been interesting. The

agency has its own small army of well-armed guards, many of them

ex-military. They outnumbered the special ops guys. Yet they did

nothing. Huh

A short video, with blood and a little gore, would be appropriate, at

least a few in sequence snap shots of the entire process! Why hold

back the evidence, time to clear this disaster up is running out.

Stupid American pig. British intelligence pissing their pants how

funny – will put the case in the textbooks. Was he overworked and

underlaid? Putting secret plans in writing? Unheard of. Incoherent

drunk Pelosi would make more sense. Theatricals were not

necessarily, control shot would be sufficient. Should have been

disposed by the agency itself as unprofessional trash.

When he threatened Pres. Trump’s son, they should have said to

him: IF WE THINK LIKE YOU MR.COHEN, THEN WE SHOULD

TARGET YOUR FAMILY, BECAUSE YOU ARE A THREAT TO THE

U.S. REPUBLIC.

Have you forgotten the quantum satellite system? Using quantum

superpositioning which allows an object to be in multiple locations

and states at the same time. They could have just moved him
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elsewhere at the same time he was falling into the ocean

With the way everything transpired on the ship it makes you wonder

if this was the REAL Cohen—As a CIA Deputy Director he must have

known how other high end officials have been taken and no body

guards etc.—Throw the Deputy off the end of the ship—-You don’t get

much higher in intel then this clown—-it can take time to get or

garner large amounts of intel from people like this—-And he would

surely know how to play the game—–But hey, what do I know—-

Please explain the part about the ships screws slicing and dicing him.

I mean I don’t need a graphic description but I don’t understand

what Michael is referring to about when someone is thrown

overboard the ships screws will get them. Thx!

The “ship’s screws” is the military/Navy term for the propeller(s)

which are huge. I only know this because my husband is retired from

the Navy.

Michael, do you have keywords flagged to moderate certain posts?

I said nothing that would warrant moderation but previously when I

have seen this message, the posts are not moderated, they are simply

not made live.

Are you too busy to moderate or there is a timer that expires before

you get to it?

I said nothing that would warrant moderation.

That was a good one – I laughed about the getting screwed by the

propellers – These DS fools get full of themselves and then get

shocked when they are surrounded by troops… I’d bet his visit to St.

Peter and the Gate didn’t go very well… Nice digs in Hell for him.

Is anyone else concerned the bad guys following the ship scooped

them up? I’m glad they went overboard just wish they would have

made sure they went under. Permanently.
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I’m not worried mainly because the act of throwing them overboard

wasn’t planned. My husband, who is a retired Navy submariner, said

it’s possible for a sub to be undetected, following the ship, but it

would have had to do that the entire distance, and also know the

itinerary beforehand of the move from Gitmo to Blaz. I guess

anything is possible.

Though they fed Cohen to the fishes, they should have gave him

cement shoes so the bottom dwellers would have a nice rotten meal.

 
Cohen to chum now pollutes the waters and food chain… I may never

eat a pacific fish again… ¯\_(ツ)_/¯

For those who don’t know, PETA is deep state, just like Greenpeace.

Don’t trust ANY so called humanitarian groups. Heck CPA is a child

trafficking ring, red cross doesn’t need blood to save people, the

world is upside down.

Yes, and don’t forget about ‘Catholic Charities’ which has helped

fund, and distribute these individuals all over the interior.

Indeed! it’s all a big con, we have been lied to for generations about

literally everything. It seems crazy to me that I even for one moment

trusted anything when I knew instinctively that nothing could be

trusted.

It’s all out now. Let’s hope the financial markets crash, 90% of our

governments are shut down so we the people can rebuild OUR lives

in simple communities and use the hidden technologies to heal and

rebuild. Real humanitarians are poised and ready to go. Our future is

amazing.

Yes, I think the list would be much shorter if one exists at all. They

have a fetish for destroying the competition.

Michael- I have said this before but it should be repeated. The events

of the last 3 years coupled with your writing skills is going to make a

great novel/movie! Start writing NOW! I would like an autographed
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copy please!!!

Cohen should have spent his time repenting before he got thrown

overboard. Because there’s something worse coming than those

props that grinded him up.

HAPPY, HAPPY! thought he was a tuff guy? Wonder what his

Thoughts were as he was thrown off the ship? I’m so ready to have

the rest of these fools taken down and hung.

Makes me want to write a letter to our Great President Trump with

my thumb print and tell him how much I support him and all of his

efforts. Thanks for the article Michael!

Make everyone ( $26,000 __ $38,000 ) A Month Online Making

money online more than $15k just by doing simple work With No

Prior Experience Or Skills Required. Be Your Own Boss And for more

info visit any tab this site Thanks a lot just

 
open this link…….. http://earnings201.blogspot.com

Last edited 5 hours ago by Delavic

Nah. The Movie Midway showed an aviator crashing into the water

during a dogfight and killed when the aircraft carrier hit it, despite

the other pilot calling for help.

Not the good guys, and definitely not the good guys families. The

head honchos are usually the swamp creatures hurting America

while the good guys are helping the White Hats.

Nasty bugger done away with loads more to go keep up the good

work team. love to all freedom lovers.

Hey White Hats, yes, the officer who threw him overboard was

within his mission purview, BUT wasn’t Cohen worth MUCH more

alive to be questioned/interrogated FIRST? Jeeez. The White Hats

have gotta stop killing the intel before they get a chance to find

anything out.

http://earnings201.blogspot.com/
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He wrote a letter to Trump. MB did not disclose the whole letter. You

dont need to have a Mensa IQ to know how much the deep state and

liberal left hate Trump.

Cohen was arrested in cia’s parking lot on April 7th. Almost a month

in confinement. If Cohen had info to share, White Hats would’ve

known and extracted it or put the jackwagon in modified custody.

 
Attempting to incite a riot…onboard a USA ship at sea…screw him

ANYWAY.

On that ship,they don’t want to kill anyone.They want to finish the

mission,a very distasteful one to all of them.

 
Not what that ship is for.They may have gone ahead and done Ice

cream night for the prisoners.we do not know if it is even that ship or

it’s true destination.It would be too much of an open target.Some of

them will be willing to turn.Since it is obvious that they have been

duped.

Make everyone ( $26,000 __ $38,000 ) A Month Online Making

money online more than $15k just by doing simple work With No

Prior Experience Or Skills Required. Be Your Own Boss And for more

info visit any tab this site Thanks a lot just

 
open this link…….. http://earnings201.blogspot.com

Last edited 6 hours ago by Delavic

And stupid. He should have known that he could be on the White

Hat’s radar. And his letter. Does he believe what he wrote? Fred

Trump a spy?! From what I know Fred was an ultra-patriot. Was he

deluded? As CIA Deputy Director he knows everything about

everybody. The letter is crazed. Makes no sense.

Ex-NSA truther Jim Stone confirmed something I thought was a

possibility that turned out to be true.

First watch the 2.5 minutes of content at this YouTube clip.

https ://www. youtube. com/watch?v=T3AmxqIPnd8&t=2587s

http://earnings201.blogspot.com/
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Truther Brendon O’Connell has been sounding the alarm about this

security hole and other related matters since 2009. He has been

jailed, beaten, injured, and censored for revealing/sharing this

information. This security hole was used by the bad guys to try to

prevent Brendon from finishing work on the documentary containing

the above content. Fortunately, he was able to finish it and first post

it long ago–the above link is a mirror copy on his latest YouTube

channel he paid money to legally prevent YouTube from deleting it

again. So far, his channel and the content available there is still

online.

Brien Rhea: “This is as revealing as it can get I’m sharing this 

 
important documentary. Well done Sir!!!!”

I have shared the above link in the past here on RRN–at least one

time adding that the ONLY way to perform ‘secure computing’ was

doing it offline IF there wasn’t access to a ‘secret’ Wi-Fi network

deliberately baked into the hardware to allow the bad guys to 0wn

PC’s with the above described security hole not online via Ethernet

cables.

Truther Jim Stone confirms the existence of this ‘secret’ Wi-Fi

network here:

http ://www. voterig. com/.un0.html

“You cannot go back to your “safe place” with all new equipment

without internet or wifi enabled and work in private, they’ll nail you

anyway, you can’t turn wireless off or get rid of it by ripping it out

because all CPU’s have it embedded now, and that connection is not

for you and will never be seen, the first widely known about thing of

this type was Intel CoreVpro and even the old Centrinos, from a

LONG time ago had this. Your only hope is that old 486 and who has

one of those now?”
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The whole “I bugged out.” piece at the above URL is worth reading.

This is proof how the bad guys spy (in)directly on ‘people of interest’

using DELIBERATELY compromised electronic devices in their

possession.

 
The ONLY solution to this problem is two identical laptops and using

one of them inside a

https ://en. wikipedia. org/wiki/Faraday_cage

that is known to block ALL EMF while inside doing ‘secure

computing’. The other laptop is used only as a battery charger to

keep power available to the ‘secure computing’ laptop by swapping

batteries back and forth between them. Even then, this assumes

there are no ‘back doors’ in any CPUs that may be in the batteries

themselves that could/would cause a security breech and

information leakage that way.

The close-minded and trolls paid by their masters may downvote this

post. That is all right–the truth is its own defense. Please don’t let

that prevent you from reading about this information for yourself

and coming to your own conclusions.

All true. Those of us who have dug deep enough for long enough

know that ALL smart tvs, ALL smart devices etc. are weapons. They

don’t even have to be connected to power or turned on to be used

against us or as effective spy equipment, even fire alarms. They can

track us through our electricity smart meters, they can listen in on

our conversations and use these devices against us.

Further, the evil overlords use all screens to siphon energy from us,

effectively using us as batteries. Also, computer games are designed

to create an alternate reality so our enemy can control us and create

another reality. Just like the “tell you what to think vision” To those

of you who have not heard this before, it seems far fetched but there

is much you do not know, even those of you who consider yourselves

awake. Trust me, don’t dismiss anything crazy you hear, just put it on
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the “I don’t have enough intelligence or factual information to

comment just yet so it remains on this mental shelf of unknowns

until I do.”

I saw an interview with Keifer Sutherland a few months ago and he

said that many Americans would not shake his hand because they

remember his roles as a bad guy and accused him of being that

person. He commented that interestingly enough many Americans

believe what they see on the TV or movie theatre as real, even when

he tried to explain he was playing a role. That sounds like something

powerful enough that the enemy would love to exploit, right?

We are not as we have been led to believe we are. We are far more

powerful that is why our enemy fights dirty like this and goes to such

extremes – because they must in order to control us. We are not

stupid, we’ve just lost our memories and our connection to our true

nature.

So Santa Claus reads all his mail? The SS has been charging people

for threatening Biden. I watched it happen to a psychiatric patient

who may have deserved it lol but it seems to me like the SS could be

in Jail for it. The guy who interviewed the patient was in blue jeans

and a T-shirt. Tom Heneghan site explosive Intel says gore is pres

just saying 🤔

When there were as many questions about the 2020 election in

battleground states as there were, the electors SHOULD NEVER

have.been certified on January 6th until those issues were resolved

with forensic audits. There is NO way that Gore could POSSIBLY be

president In 2020 because he was NEVER on the ballot. Whether

Gore would have won when he ran, and folks were messing with the

ballots and Chad’s WITHOUT the forensic audits FIRST, negates any

legitimate claim to the presidency Gore might have been able to

assert. Wake! Wakey!
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 SHOULD NEVER have.been certified on January 6th until those

issues were resolved with forensic audits.

President Trump suspended the Executive Legislative and Judicial

Branch 

 
Of the United states Government.

 
And turned The Country over to the Marines and the military

 
There Job is to Protect the United states constitution .

This is why there was no standing in the Courts.

 
And the fence was put up to arrest 500? of the 537 members.

 
and there was no oath taken by any one in government including

cabinet members after 4.07 pm 2021-01-06

 
The three Day Congress

 
117th United States Congress January 3, 2021 – January 6, 2021.

People on January 6 2021 Did President Trump Shut Down The

United States Congress before the

 
Electoral collage votes were certified???

 
President Trump Speaks to the crowd this.

 
254. Proclamation to disperse

 
Whenever the President considers it necessary to use the

militia or the armed forces under this chapter, he shall, by

proclamation, immediately order the insurgents to

disperse and retire peaceably to their abodes within a

limited time.

Its been nothing but a bad show after this day on the tell a

lie vision

 

Just saying. Supposedly he was inaugurated because he was the

original dufus that layed over and took it lol

President Trump took and order from Us.

Just like Burger King
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He let all of Us have It our way.

Some people liked the change of the United States after 01-20-2021

And some people didn’t

when enough have had enough of this post Trump era.

And Beg for Him to Be Back – This will be Over In A DAY

Even though he SHOULD have faced a military Tribunal, because of

his OWN actions in trying to overthrow the Navy command on the

ship transporting him to Guam and was THEREFORE thrown

overboard and DID NOT have a military Tribunal, I am GLAD that

the evidence that would have been presented at his Tribunal has

been set forth here. It is CLEAR that Cohen would have been

convicted and THEN speedily executed and rightfully so!

Although I appreciate the screws of our destroyer giving Ron Popeils

Slice n Dice Device , competition …… I’d rather let the sharks have a

leisurely lunch before finishing with an small Asian snack ! The leg

wound from Cohen should have signalled chow call for the sharks

and the associate that accompanied Cohen would have some exciting

entertainment before the sharks turned to their 2nd course. Anyways

, it’s great knowing we saved the cost of a tribunal and the pair

received the same treatment that ordinary citizens receive in Dem

Rino DS courts like D.C. …… Nick , NavyBlueSmoke , LST -1195

Agree with you MOSTLY, but you should have left OFF the LAST

SENTENCE. In a FREE republic, people are tried and set free or

convicted only for what THEY have done. If there is ore than one in

the same crime, THAT is why we try them separately! What

happened in DC is NOT to be considered in his finding of guilt or

innocence. Cohen did what he DID and paid for it with his OWN

actions.
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Make everyone ( $26,000 __ $38,000 ) A Month Online Making

money online more than $15k just by doing simple work With No

Prior Experience Or Skills Required. Be Your Own Boss And for more

info visit any tab this site Thanks a lot just

 
open this link…….. http://earnings201.blogspot.com

Last edited 7 hours ago by Delavic

Cohen means priest according to some. So the jew priests are aptly

named for representing their deviant religious thoughts.

STOP bashing on the Jews! We are in fact seen as sinners, who

earned condemnation, save for the blood of Christ. Consider the

Bible which states: God BLESSES those who BLESS Israel and

CURSES those who CURSE Israel. In this case Israel means JEWS.

Better back off Jew hating!

There are 12 tribes that make up Israel. Judah is one of them but not

all of it.

The real god did NOT say that!!! But, keep repeating their bullshit!!!

You’ll go to Hell with them!! A fact!!! You are WRONG!!! Gods

“chosen” is the ANIMAL KINGDOM, not stupid Humans that kill

NATURAL BORN LIFE!! ODINRA——>on BitChute, meet God, and

STOP DENYING and STOP LYING!! None of You Humans KNOW

ME, but always talking for me!!

 👁
 

I AM the CREATOR, God, is supposed to be the rest of this

Collective, that can save or destroy their Planet. Destruction of

Nature, seems to be the Humans main achievement.

Last edited 5 hours ago by Joseph

Lol. This is the joo fool who wants to commandeer a ship with a

bitchass chokehold? He may know how to choke his chicken or choke

on black inmate cock according to cia folklore some sources posit.

http://earnings201.blogspot.com/
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yall hear about the brownsville car that went out of control and

mowed some illegals down like ripe wheat!? Even I can admit, I bet it

was a woman driver!

Last edited 7 hours ago by Julie

STOP ATTACKING THE JEWISH PEOPLE. GO AFTER THE

KHZARIANS NOT THE NORMAL JEWS. Remember God did

choose the Jewish People as His own according to Deuteronomy 7:6-

7

I wondered if there was something else going on with Obrador

supposedly murdered. Some kind of assassin clean up? Just saying

lol

Why would any sane individual hate President Trump so much to

have an extreme case TDS?

“Jeremiah was a bull frog

 
Was a good friend of mine

 
I never understood a single word he said

 
But I helped him drink his wine

 
And he always had some mighty fine wine

Singin’

 
Joy to the world

 
All the boys and girls, now

 
Joy to the fishes in the deep blue sea

 
Joy to you and me”

Three Dog Night…

“So it was that these nonsense placeholder lyrics became part of rock

history. Religious interpretations rarely take into account that Axton

was more of a hell-raiser than a student of the Bible: He was a heavy

drinker and pot smoker with a passion for fast cars, women and

motorcycles. By the time he wrote “Joy to the World,” he was twice

divorced with hundreds of speeding tickets on his record.”
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Twist’in the throttle on full…

Be VERY careful about measuring ANYONE else’s SIN. God tells us

NOT TO DO THAT because in God’s eyes, we are ALL sinners!

Everything you pray the Lord’s prayer, you are asking God to set the

bar of forgiveness for YOUR sin at the same level you place it for

OTHERS! Since God has said we are ALL sinners, remember what I

SAID when judging others.

Thank the MSM for that! 95% of that is owned or controlled by FIVE

MAJOR Dem-supporting corporations to push an agenda. The

AGENDA was to put dems in all offices they could by whatever

means were NECESSARY! The DEMS do not support th he main

stream thought.

Because of hate for what Trump stands for, pure and simple. What

does he stand for? Locking up the sex offenders and traffickers and

saving the kids, taking down bad guys like Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi and

Suleimani for attacking and killing American overseas, having

Noname and GHWB executed for treason/child sex

trafficking/assassinating Presidents/consorting with NWO

Rothschilians, defending unborn life, starting the process of

overturning Roe v. Wade, setting up military tribunals for

punishment of the deep state swamp, bringing back, jobs, bringing

back the economy, rebuilding the military, cutting drug prices, going

after the fed, fighting the 2020 election fraud, slashing gas prices,

reopening the Keystone pipeline, stopping the recruitment of

transsexuals into the military (which saves money), etc.

 
Even some (not all) Christians hate him, despite his keeping his word

to save the abused/trafficked kids and the other wonderful things he

has done and is still doing. DON’T THEY WANT TO HELP HIM

SAVE THE KIDS?

 
I’ve spoken to evangelical believers who refuse to pray for him

according to 1 Timothy 2;1-2; they say he is not a Christian even

though he himself admitted that he is; and others have testified to

the same; they claim and allege all the reports of enemies going after
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him are all lies; the congregants who saw President Trump pop into

church asking for prayer attacked and shamed the pastor for praying

for our commander-in-chief. AREN’T WE SUPPOSED TO PRAY

FOR OUR LEADERS ACCORDING TO SCRIPTURE?

 
But they, including some Christians, like Biden better because “he

talks really nicely,” “doesn’t do mean Tweets” and “says all the right

things,” “he’s not blunt like Trump is,” never mind the LONG LIST

OF OFFENSES HE HAS COMMITTED OVER 47 YEARS OF

POLITICS and the LONG LIST OF SEXUAL OFFENSES HE

COMMITTED AGAIST HIS OWN FAMILY AND OTHER PEOPLE’S

FAMILIES. According to them, his repeated crimes of treason to

China, the Taliban and the paedophilia legalizers, his deep love of the

New World Order, abortion, “gun control,” gay marriage, sex changes

for kids, same-sex parenting, vaccine mandates for the killer shots

and his miscreantic behaviour is not a deal breaker, so he gets a pass.

There is no limit to the depths of their depravity. Nothing would

surprise me. Look at Hillsong, it’s a child trafficking and pedophilia

ring. Seriously, these demons are out of control.

They are brainwashed Xena.

I question anyone who does not stand for saving children PERIOD.

That single statement should make every single person stop and

ponder – they are not using their hearts to discern, they are using

misinformation and judgment to fit their preconceived image of DJT

instead of knowing the man by his actions. They are fools who have

been manipulated by others instead of going within. When they

awaken from this spell, I am sure many will feel deep shame and

regret.

I sure hope someone took a video of Cohen’s execution. I don’t want

to be cheated out of this when they start showing the tribunals and

hangings.
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Probably No Video ! Most likely none will be available since everyone

on the transfer mission has family & if any DS scum had video that

may identify the crew ….. family & crew may be placed in jeopardy.

Throwing trash over the fantail is normally not video’d anyways & I

am sure that the sharks already have family photos in K St law offices

…… Nick , NavyBlueSmoke , LST -1195

They deliberately took a witness to attest to what happened and told

him to tell everyone on the ship. Did you read the earlier article on

this?

In English class in high school, required reading was the book

Johnny Tremain.There will be a test.

As long as we know he is GONE for sure, SPARE us the details!

How stupid is this man to send a letter to trump with all of that c***

in it and put all his fingerprints all over the envelope . didn’t he learn

anything in cia school?

He was so pompous and full of himself he thought no one would dare

lay a hand on him…..boy was he wrong!!

Nephilim felt the same way as Cohen, when they thought they could

overthrow heaven, which is why they were cast down.

You’re a liar, or You are repeating bull shit. This is why Humans and

Homo Sapian are going to be eradicated from this EARTH. Cognitive

dissidence. A Nephlilm was helping, as in past tense. Heaven, is a

bunch of lying space ship machines, that are going to end Your lives,

but keep helping “them”. To hell with Humans, that murdered the

Nephlilm (a fucked up name to hide the real name of the Race,

known as Dwarf.)

 👁

The Nephilim were not cast down from heaven; rather, they were the

offspring of demons and human women, and were known for their

tremendous physical strength and extreme wickedness. They were
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one of the principal reasons God flooded the Earth.

Here’s some street school philosophy.

FYI: home computer printers place micro printing on printed paper,

covertly placing machine registry number on items.

Utilize library or other public computer kiosk e.g., hotel, internet cafe

etc. when venturing the dark side. Wear hoody, oversized sun glasses

and Covid mask that circumvents facial recognition, cameras

everywhere.

If mailing dark matter, utilize post office well outside your zone, out

of state even better. Utilize safety precautions.

If venturing dark side by internet, have fugazi email address, and

never-ever access it, or utilize it from your personal devices, utilize

unusual password. Never dock a thumb drive that was previously

connected to personal devices.

Darth Vader said to Luke Skywalker: “Luke, come to the dark side”.

I hate to break it to you but criminals are just plain fuckin stupid

people! Their stupidity is expected and should surprise no one!

There used to be a tv show called “The World’s Dumbest Criminals.”

And they definitely are.

Because he has the right of free speech guaranteed by the

Constitution UNTIL you push it to the point Cohen did!

We are literally witnessing fTHE LORD open up the earth and

swallowing up these evil monsters as did the saints of the Old

Testament! These stories are incredible, MB! I get paid on

Wednesday and will send you some dough! Keep up the AMAZING

werky!

Later —
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Cohen was one of the Prisoners that were made to Walk the Plank in

the Pacific for an Insurrection on the Ship headed for Guam,…

I don’t think that Cohen walked the plank. I think it said he was

THROWN overboard. Most likely not MAN ENOUGH to face the

consequences for his crimes without HELP!

Wow, where do these people get their deranged ideas? They live in

hell already so being thrown overboard wasn’t a bad thing for him,

he’ll gt more of what he’s used to.

Many people have followed Satan and his minions, denying there IS

a God or that God WILL hold us accountable, to their OWN peril.

Take a look around you. Scriptures say their name is LEGION

because they are MANY!

But when God does return, You deny it’s Him, so why help You???

Last time, You all Assassinated me in Texas. Fuck Humanity!!

 👁

Last edited 4 hours ago by Joseph

Maybe they should have the trials aboard the Destroyer and sentence

them to death and let ’em get sucked into the screws and chopped up

into pieces of fresh fish food The most evil need to be chopped up,

 
the others, they can hang and piss their pants

 
but this one…..we don’t have to tag and bag this SOB..

 
we are actually conserving space by not having to put him in the

freezer….

“The most evil need to be chopped up…”

 
Agreed. Then again, I don’t want to be ordering lobster on a Pacific

cruise line vacation only to wonder suddenly if I might be ingesting

some Deep State POS remains. Yuuuk! Instant projectile vomiting.

I’m sure they inspect the lobster. Seafood is not the same as human

meat, which Chrissie Tiegen and Hillary and Chelsea and GHWB

LOVE to consume. Can’t get more evil than that.
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The fish might start attacking the boats/ships if they get much of this

food variety.

We just need to remove them as quickly and humanely as possible!

They are DYSFUNCTIONAL UNITS!

 

 

 

 

 

 


